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Our Work with the
University of Colorado Expands

Land Library Signs Lease
at South Park’s Buffalo Peaks Ranch

For the past five years the Land Library has had the
enormous good fortune of working with the University
of Colorado-Denver’s College of Architecture and
Planning. For several years, graduate students from Kat
Vlahos’s UCD Studio Class have developed amazingly
creative ideas for the re-design of Buffalo Peaks Ranch.
Historic preservation and green-building techniques
have emerged as major themes.

On September 25th, the Rocky Mountain Land Library signed an
agreement with the City of Aurora for a 95-year lease at Buffalo Peaks
Ranch, one of South Park’s oldest ranches.
Definitely a cause for celebration! But, now we need to quickly
turn our energies to the exciting year ahead. The buildings at Buffalo
Peaks Ranch have been unused since 1995, but starting this spring the
ranch will come roaring back to life as roofs are repaired, buildings
scraped and painted, and a residential library begins to take shape.
With a lot of passion, determination, and hard work Buffalo
Peaks Ranch will soon provide both quiet and inspiration for lifelong
learners of all types, including artists, writers, naturalists, scientists,
and students at all levels.
Our admiration and thanks goes to the City of Aurora for desiring
a new community use for this historic ranch. We look forward to
years of partnership with Aurora, Park County, and the South Park
National Heritage Area!

HistoriCorps Joins the Buffalo Peaks Ranch Project

Kat Vlahos continues to find new ways for UCD
to work with the Rocky Mountain Land Library at
Buffalo Peaks Ranch. In her new position as the
director of UCD’s Center of Preservation Research,
Kat and her colleagues Mike Nulty, Abigail Christman
and Melanie Short, have worked with students and
fellow professionals on documenting the ranch’s
history, and preparing a nomination for Federal
historic listing for the ranch.
In addition, work is underway for a Historic Structural
Assessment of key ranch buildings—a necessary step
that will give us a blueprint for the renovation work
ahead.
How lucky are we? What a joy it has been to work
with innovative educators, helping to provide students
with a real-life project where the can hone their skills.
The nuts and bolts of bringing an old ranch back to life
will be some of the earliest lessons learned at Buffalo
Peaks Ranch. It’s hard to think of a better way for the
Rocky Mountain Land Library to move forward!

Soon after our Buffalo Peaks Ranch lease was
finalized, HistoriCorps signed on as a project
partner. HistoriCorps describes themselves as
a Workforce for Saving Places. In many ways, they
are the Peace Corps, or Vista of the historic
preservation community. HistoriCorps brings
craftsmen and volunteers together on preservation projects in the
community’s interest.
We’re thrilled that HistoriCorps has chosen Buffalo Peaks Ranch as
one of their 2014 projects. We’ll all learn as we build!

Rocky Mountain Land Series Going Strong
This year, the Land Library’s longest running education
program reached two milestones. In October, the Rocky
Mountain Land Series celebrated its 12th Anniversary, and
two weeks later our 350th author stepped to the Tattered
Cover Book Store’s podium.
Over the past twelve years we have hosted historians,
explorers, scientists, policy makers, farmers and poets -- each
one a writer that explores the vital intersection of people
and the land. It’s been an honor to feature these important
books, and a real pleasure to work with our oldest partner,
the Tattered Cover Book Store, one of the nation’s great
independent bookstores!

Our New Partnership with the Aldo Leopold
Foundation and the U.S. Forest Service
“There are two things that interest me: the relation of people to
each other, and the relation of people to the land.”
— Aldo Leopold

When Aldo Leopold was a young ranger at New Mexico’s
Carson National Forest, he built a cabin for himself and
his wife Estella. This historic site is now the home of the
Aldo and Estella Leopold Residency Program, a cooperative
project of the Aldo Leopold Foundation, the U.S. Forest
Service, and the Rocky Mountain Land Library.
Distinguished, and emerging, writers and artists will be
awarded residencies at the Leopold Cabin. They will have
the time and space to pursue their individual projects, while
contemplating the meaning of a land ethic for our time.
Three residencies have been awarded thus far. Following
their stay, all three residents have given free public lectures
and readings in nearby Taos.
All partners hope that someday soon this creative residency
program will become part of a network that includes the
Rocky Mountain Land Library at Buffalo Peaks Ranch!
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“The Rocky Mountain Land Library has been called
one of Colorado’s most treasured collections of
books, and its new home at Buffalo Peaks Ranch
couldn’t be more fitting. According to the Los Angeles
Times, Buffalo Peaks Ranch is a beautiful spot of
land, the perfect home for a library dedicated to the
conservation and appreciation of the land.”
— Huffington Post, March 9, 2012

Exciting Changes at our
Waterton Canyon Nature Library
This past summer, the Land Library’s 3,000 volume
Waterton Canyon Nature Library underwent a significant
renovation, and definite improvement! Thanks to the work
undertaken by our partner Denver Water, we’ll have more
room for both our kid’s library, and for our teacher and
adult natural history collection. The new space will also give
us the chance to offer classes, workshops, and field studies.
Amazingly enough, our south-metro Denver library is
located on the banks of the South Platte River, where the
foothills meets the plains. With our headwaters home at
South Park’s Buffalo Peaks Ranch, we have an opportunity
to tell a much needed Headwaters-to-Plains story, along one
of the Front Range’s most vital rivers.

Now is the the time for a
Headwaters-to-Plains Land Study Network
We need your help!
Please lend your support.
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